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When Celebrating the 100th day of Oceans Daily´s establishment, I am so excited to share this first Issue of Oceans Daily Magazine 
with You. This Magazine is an extension of the online platform and a part of the Oceans Daily mission to collect and perspectify Ocean 
News and Information 365 days a year. 
In this first Issue I am proud to present Photographer and Art Activist Jose G. Cano, and Artist Alex Mauboussin, - who are both 
contributing passionately to a more sustainable future for the Oceans. I hope that You will enjoy the great work of these two Ocean 
Ambassadors. 
Thank You for Your interest in Oceans Daily ! 
Cencerly,  
Naja Bertolt Jensen

Editors Note

Photo by Nikhil Thomas
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Did You know ? 
Moray Eels were kept as 

exclusive pets by the societies 
elite in ancient Rome.
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Rumor has it, -  
Emperor Claudius´ mother, 

embellished her pet Moray Eel 
by attaching earrings to the  

Eels dorsal fin.

Photo by Louis Maniquet
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Sustainabl
A necessity or
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e Seafood
 a possibility ?

Be The Change

Photo by Farzad Mohsenvand
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What is “sustainable seafood” and does it matter ?  
In this article, we will take a closer look at the term 

"sustainable" and discover some of the possibilities to 
“be the change” and contribute as conscious consumers, 

for a “sustainable" future for the Oceans.

When thinking about sustainable seafood, You may get the image of a small fishing boat with oars and a man with a straw hat, 
sitting with a fishing rod, catching few fish… Though unfortunately this is far from the reality. 
In fact sustainable seafood is a very complex matter. When starting out, the term “Sustainable” has many different meanings.  

The term “sustainable” can cover anything from :  
- fishing a specie of fish sustainably (leaving enough fish for reproduction etc. what we essentially imagine the sustainable 

fishing term should cover)  
- buying fish from ones own country, thereby “sustainably sourced fish” or “sustainable seafood”, since it is sourced locally, - yet 

this could still be very unsustainable species (slow growing, late maturing, overfished stocks etc. ) 
- fishing sustainable species of fish (though “by catch” is not measured nor counts in landings - which means this type of fishing 

could be very unsustainable, but is still allowed to be called “sustainable seafood”) 

So, - the term “sustainable” covers a grand ranging scale and is not necessarily “sustainable” for the future of the Oceans. 
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Since this term is not transparent - organizations and councils has made some guidelines and certifications, that makes it easier 
as a Consumer to make a choice that is sustainable for the future of the Oceans.  

One of the biggest sustainable certifications is the “Marine Stewardship Council” (MSC) 
The “Marine Stewardship Council” has created a certification that takes many aspects of “sustainability” into consideration.  

“We're on a mission to end overfishing. Ensure future generations can enjoy the wild seafood we love by choosing certified 
sustainable seafood with the blue fish label.”   

- Marine Stewardship Council  

The “Marine Stewardship Council” has created a “guide” explaining what You can do as a consumer and why choosing the “MSC 
label” helps protecting the “Oceans, Livelihoods and Fish for the future”.  
However, "Marine Stewardship Council" concerns the fishing industry… 

“When thinking about sustainable seafood, - 
You might get the image of a small fishing boat,  

with oars and a man with a straw hat, sitting with a 
fishing rod, catching few fish…  

Though unfortunately this is far from the reality.”

Be The Change

Photo by Edmundas Stundzius
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Here is another perspective : 

Imagine the Oceans as forests and fish as deer - an abstract thought perhaps, but - comercial fishing in the Oceans is a reality, - yet 
we would never feed millions of mouths by hunting for deer in a huge forest, - and even be destroying a lot of this forest along 
with the hunt.  

Fishing is the last hunt for wild animals set in a commercial context…So, why not shift this mentality, - like we did a long time ago 
on land by farming animals for food, - and rely on farm fish / aquaculture instead of hunting down the wild animals ? 

Many experts explains, that being a conscious consumer and choose aquaculture before “sustainable” fished fish, will be the 
better choice, since this will help economically improve the industry - and also, this will ensure Your vote as a consumer on a 
brighter and more sustainable future for the Oceans.  

There are also different types of aquaculture.  
Some types are better than others, - and since there are different types of aquaculture, some more sustainable than others, the 
certification “Aquaculture Stewardship Council” (ASC) takes, just like the "Marine Stewardship Council”, many aspects into 
consideration and secures a more sustainable choice for the consumer. 

For more information about Aquaculture and Sustainable Seafood, visit the Oceans Daily website. 
www.OceansDaily.com

Photo by Manuel Sardo
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Last, but definitely not least ! 

You also have the possibility to choose very sustainable seafood by selecting the “right” species.  

This requires a bit more digging, since this mainly depends on Your location geographically and therefore also on the species in 
Your local area.   

Another aspect to this type of sustainable choice is :  
You might not use Your vote as powerfully, as You are able to when choosing aquaculture. Yet, by choosing correctly, You can still 
make a sustainable choice.  

And here are some great news, - You can always “go nerdy” and research the different species in Your local area - But!  
World Wildlife Foundation (WWF) has actually created some very detailed “Seafood Guides”.  

The “Seafood Guides” allows You to choose Your region, and thereby discover, which options You have for sourcing the best and 
most sustainable species. 
You can find the “Seafood Guides” by visiting World Wildlife Foundations website, - or by visiting the Oceans Daily website that 
refers directly to the Origin Source (WWF).  

To summon up,- choosing “Sustainable Seafood” is a quite complex matter. Yet still it is definitely a necessity for the future of the 
Oceans, that we as conscious consumers make “sustainable” choices. 

Photo by Nick Karvounis

Be The Change
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Did You know ? 

Sunscreen products are potential threats to 
the future of Coral Reefs. 

Sunscreen products can reduce corals 
resilience to Climate Change, as well as 

cause coral bleaching at lower temperatures. 
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Cartoon by John Ø. Kristensen
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Interview with Underwater Photographer and Art Activist Jose G. Cano

onservation



“It was a shock for me to see 
with my own eyes, the effect of 

humans, in one of  
the most beautiful places  

on the planet.  
That was the point where 

I decided to act and not be just 
a passive witness of  

the catastrophe”  

Photo by Jose G. Cano
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!e A" of Conservation
Interview with Underwater Photographer and Art Activist Jose G. Cano

Please, tell us a little about Yourself ...  
I was born in Spain, in the Mediterranean coast, and after some 
years of work, I decided to leave everything and go to sail the 
world in an old sailing boat. I stopped in Thailand for the 
monsoon, but I ended up staying for ten years, working for a 
non profit organisation mostly. This was the place where I came 
to realize the enormous damage that we are inflicting to the 
Earth, and specially to the oceans. Ten years ago I moved to New 
Zealand, where I started doing photography again, - soon 
discovering the magic of underwater studio photography while 
working with dancers.  

Why did You choose to focus on bringing Awareness to the 
Ocean ?  
Many years ago I was diving in Maldives and the corals were 
alive and full of life. Then I went ten years later and all the life, 
the colors and the beauty was gone... it was a shock for me to 
see with my own eyes the effect of humans in one of the most 
beautiful places in the planet. That was the point where I 
decided to act and not be just a passive witness of the 
catastrophe.  

Why have You chosen to do Underwater Art Photography ?  
It was a coincidence, if you believe they exist. I was 
photographing contemporary dancers in NZ, but everything 
was so fast that it was difficult to capture the exact moments I 
wanted. Then I thought ”Well, why not to put them underwater 
and cancel gravity and slow time?” I built a big water tank and 
designed a system to use studio lights, and the results got me 
completely hooked to the point that now I barely shoot 
anything “dry”.  

Do You see Yourself as an Activist or Conservationist ?  
I see myself as an Art Activist, as I believe that more data will not 
change our habits. But bringing to the people the stories and 
beauty of the underwater realm, I hope will touch their hearts, 
and then, - change will come.

With Whom do You collaborate and why ?  
I work with Monica Nelson, she is an Oceanographer and also a 
climate change activist. She takes care of getting the science right 
behind our messages. For example, we just started a project called 
“Ocean Voices”, where we ask Scuba and Free Diving instructors, as 
well as other ocean related sports people, to give their trainees half an 
hour talk about the threats to the oceans before they do their course. 
We have even created a waterproof book with the main information in 
pictographs to use in boats !  

What/Who inspires You ?  
Mostly the beauty of the oceans. Not that long ago I was in Hawaii, 
and encountered a pod of sperm whales. They stayed with us for a 
long time, and being with such an impressive creature, and feel how 
they saw me and approached me gently, was one of the highs in my 
career. 
  
How do You experience peoples reaction to Your work ?  
The most beautiful reaction I have seen, was a 7 years old girl who 
came to the studio and saw one of our models characterized as a Blue 
Mermaid. She was able to look at her perform through one of the 
windows of the tank. She didn’t say a word for more than one hour, 
mesmerized by the sea creature moving underwater in front of her 
eyes. Later her mother told me she spoke, non stop, about the blue 
mermaid for two full days !  

What do You hope to achieve ?  
That people don’t see the oceans as a grey flat space, but as a rich 
world in itself, and realize that we depend completely on them. 
Bottom line is, we all came from the oceans.... 

“I am an underwater photographer specialized in studio, and an ocean activist trying to create awareness of the threats  
to our oceans, specially the devastating effects of climate change.” 

Jose G.Cano 
Art & Conservation Media 

www.josegcano.com 
Instagram: @josegcano



- Are You optimistic about the 
future of the Ocean ?  

“I want to be, I have to be.  
I can not conceive a planet 
with a dead, acidic ocean, 

deprived of beauty and life.” 

Photo by Jose G. Cano
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“To bring the message, 
through storytelling and art, 

to the wider public and specially 
the young ones, that without life in 
the oceans, there is no life on this 
earth.We depend on the oceans, 

like the air we breathe.”

- How would You define Your mission ? 

Photo by Jose G. Cano

The Art of  
Conservation
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- What advise do You wish to give the 
readers of Oceans Daily Magazine ?  
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“Please bring the beauty of the underwater world  
to all around You, learn, get informed and spread  
the message, because we, humans, the main threat, 
are the only ones that can save it.”  

Photo by Jose G. Cano

The Art of  
Conservation
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What do You see ? 

A beautiful Dolphin breaking the surface ? 
Or 

The scars on it´s back ? 
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An estimated 650,000 marine animals,  
are injured or killed by Ghost Nets annually.

Photo by Neil Iris
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"FROM THE OCEAN
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S POINT OF VIEW”

Photo by Conor Sexton
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Photo by Connor Carruthers
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“An Ocean of Jellyfish.  
A scenario that is very discussed for the time being. But why exactly ? In this article we 

will take a deeper plunge into the jelly-soup and look at some different aspects to 
discover what the future may withhold.”

“Jellificaton” - a nightmarish reality ?

At first - what is the “jellification-phenomena” ? 
Jellyfish, appearing in vast numbers, also called Jellyfish 
Blooms, has been seen more rapidly around the world for the 
last decade or so. There are many reasons for this, some of 
which we will take a closer look at later in this editorial, but to 
keep it short, we are perhaps looking at a future where the 
Oceans will be having a thick surface layer of jellyfish -  
“The Jellification” 

But why is this jellification taking place ? 
As mentioned before, there are many reasons for the 
Jellification being on it´s way, and experts also quote that it is 
very difficult to determine exactly why jellyfish are growing 
vastly in numbers. But there are some factors and most likely 
scenarios that can be linked to the nature of a jellyfish.  

Jellyfish are quite fascinating beings. Even though they all lack 
brains, jellyfish have been swimming in the Oceans, long 
before dinosaurs walked the earth. With their almost see 
though bodies made up of about 95% water, they are almost 
perfectly camouflaged from predators, and are also equipped 
with stingers or tentacles that enables them to prey on fx. 
zooplankton and small fish.  

One of the main reasons for Jellyfish existing in the Oceans for 
more than 650 million years is their highly competitive ability 
to adapt.  

Their ability to adapt is properly also one of the main reasons 
for the jellyfish blooms we are witnessing.  

With Climate Change, changing the Oceans temperatures the 
jellyfish are shifting safezones.  
Many Ocean animals, are very sensible and, roughly, not that 
adaptive to temperatures changing fast. Jellyfish on the other 
hand, are brilliant adapters. Therefore Climate Change is 
perhaps one of the main reasons for the birth of the jellyfish 
apocalypse. 

But the disappearance of jellyfish predators due to 
overfishing, properly also plays a role to the jellification.  

Once it was believed that only a few species, such as sea turtles 
and sunfish preyed on jellyfish, but a recent study has reviled 
jellyfish to be a part of plenty Ocean animals diets.  

However, overfishing - removing the majority of the jellyfish´s 
natural predators most likely plays a part, since this leaves a safe 
heaven for jellyfish to thrive. 

But does it matter ? More or less jellyfish - is there a problem ? 
There are several dilemmas to Jellification, which is also one of 
the major reasons for jellyfish getting a lot of media attention.  

If the future will contain this jellification or jellyfish apocalypse we 
may face some of these following effects - which are severe.  

If the scenario of an Ocean with a thick carpet of jellyfish floating 
in (approx.) the first 2 meters, from surface and downwards, the 
Ocean floor will have trouble getting but a glimpse of sunlight.  

Since plants in the Ocean rely as much on light as the forests on 
land, this will cause death in the undersea forests.  

The following effect by this is a lack of oxygen in the Ocean. This 
does not effect jellyfish that much, since they have the ability to 
survive in very low-oxygenated areas, - but will however create 
severe problems for unmentionable numbers of inhabitants of 
the Ocean - and also for humans.  

The ocean provides us with more than 50% of the oxygen we 
breathe - this isolated fact is one of the many reasons why we are 
deeply dependent on the health of the Oceans.  

Jellification is therefore a nightmarish case and can cause major 
problems -  if it becomes a reality.  

Photo by Patrick
 Brinksma
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“With Climate Change,  
changing the Oceans temperatures, 

Jellyfish are shifting safezones”
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Photo by Jonathan Diemel

From The Oceans 
Point Of View
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Did You know ? 
The Nautilus has not evolved much the last  

500 million years, - it is almost a “living fossil”. 
Scientists believes that their survival despite mass 

extinctions is due to the Nautilus´ special shell,  
which can store water and thereby  

oxygen in the chambers.

Illustration by Mikkel Juul Jensen
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Photo by Naja Bertolt Jensen

Old Greenlandic 
Shark Hook
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A  
Fishermans 
Tale

Photo by Naja Bertolt Jensen
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I woke by the sound of loud voices. 
When exiting the bed, - it was easy to detect the voices whereabouts, because the wind carried the noise, from the beach, up the 
mountain, reaching the tiny bamboo cottage, where I was staying.   

I waited a bit, tried guessing what the local Low-Fishermen had caught a part from the usual Mackerel, since they were celebrating…  
Until I realized that it was not happy tones to their voices, but on the contrary, - a sort of distressing vibe.  
And that erased any last memory of rendering dreams. 



I quickly found my camera, with freshly loaded batteries, got dressed, jumped into my flip flops and ran down the mountain to the beach. 
When finally at the beach, it was easy to see from a distance, what the locals had caught. 
 A big shark…  

Using my last breath, I rushed over to the fishermen, who in the mean time had calmed down, - standing next to the fishing boat with an 
approx. 5 meter tiger shark lying in the water next to it.  

Photo by Naja Bertolt Jensen

A Fishermans Tale



Since I did not have the capability of speaking, nor understanding the Balinese language, I at first tried to communicate with the 
Fishermen by using body language.  

This worked okay, - I understood who owned the boat, and that this Fishermans net, in which the shark had been entangled, had been 
destroyed, - but how exactly was difficult to understand, even though they tried to explain… 

38



Then something really lucky happened.  

A woman named Wayan, whom spoke english had 
arrived to the beach and saw our efforts in trying to 
communicate with one another.  
Wayan came over, and proposed translating the 
Fishermans tale - which was fantastisk ! 

Photo by Naja Bertolt Jensen

A Fishermans Tale
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She explained :  

As usual, - the Fishermen had been out fishing from very early morning, - but then one of them caught something unintentional, - this 
being the big shark.  
He called out for help from the other Fishermen. He did not wish for the shark to die, cause in this region of Bali, it is believed it to be bad 
luck, - killing sharks…  

At first some of the other Fishermen came over to help him. They tried to untangle the distressed big shark, - but it was too strong.  
In fact it was rocking the Fishermans boat around.



So unfortunately, this did not work, and the shark was getting itself even more entangled in the net. Since the Fishermen was stressed, 
and wanted the shark freed from the net, - he called and summoned the rest of the Fishermen, fishing that morning. They sailed around 
the Fishermans boat with the entangled shark, and yelled suggestions to one another, about what could be done to save the shark.  
Many different efforts were made… But unfortunately non of them succesfull. So in the end, the Fisherman decided to cut the shark free 
from the net.  

Perhaps You might be thinking, - why didn't the Fisherman, just cut the shark loose from the net for starters ? And the reason being, this 
net, was the Fishermans livelihood, - the net was (as Wayan explained) the most precious thing he owned along with his fishing boat, 
since net was expensive, and it secured food for his family. 

Photo by Claus Jensen

A Fishermans Tale



But the Fisherman did cut the shark free from the net, - 
though unfortunately a bit too late.  
The shark was still alive, though barely, when it was cut 
loose, properly also extremely stressed by the whole 
situation.  

Yet, the Fisherman knew, that if he kept it on the side of 
his fishing boat while sailing slowly, could help by 
pushing water though its mouth and gills, - and this 
could function as a sort of CPR. 
So gently he placed the shark on the side of his fishing 
boat and began trying to awaken it…  
According to Wayan, he spend a very long time, during 
sunrise, trying to “wake” the shark.  
When the sun had risen, he gave up the hope of the 
sharks survival, - and the shark had probably been dead 
for at least an hour at the given time.  
So he decided to join the rest of the Fishermen,  
returning “home” to the beach after a hard morning. Photo by Naja Bertolt Jensen



The Fisherman had brought the shark with him, for a 
special reason… Non of the Fishermen, woking that 
morning, had caught that much, since all of them had 
tried to help free the shark.  

While standing on the beach, listening to Wayan, 
translating the Fishermans tale, some men and women 
had begun cutting up the shark.  
So I asked, - “If it is bad luck to catch a shark, - then how 
come You are cutting it up ?”  
And she replied,  that they would share the meat, so all 
the Fishermen that had been helping out, trying to save 
the shark and therefore had no catch that morning, would 
still be able to feed their families that evening…  

I thanked Wayan sincerely for spending time and helping 
me to understand the situation. We smiled to one 
another, and she walked over to her husband, - one of the 
Fishermen that had tried to help out that morning. 

Photo by Claus Jensen

A Fishermans Tale
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Then I started shooting some pictures of the process, - cutting up the shark. I did not want to ask Wayan, what they were going to be using 
the shark fins for, - since I thought this could invoke something unnecessarily.  
And I was positively chocked to discover this myself, - since they left the fins, like they would leave the fins of a mackerel, - as “leftover-
garbage”…  
In the shark trade industry, and also, many other places in Bali, sharks are only caught for their fins. The fins will be sold for a very high 
price on markets, or shipped to other countries for consumption.  
An approx. 70-100 million sharks are killed annually, - most commonly for their fins.  

But these Fishermen, left the fins in the waters edge, - and the fins would eventually be pulled out by the waves and washed away by the 
currents. 



This told me, that these Fishermen, - either, knew the price of the fins on the market, but were faithfull to their belief in good or bad 
Karma, - or, did not know of the fins value on the market, - since the Fisherman whose net, - and therefore livelihood was compromised, 
could properly earn enough money by selling the fins alone, to by a new fishing net.  

This situation also perspectifies some challenges of the everyday life of a Low-Fisherman, - and the understandable reasons for many 
Fishermen to enter the shark fin trade, - since this may start, as simple as being left with a destroyed fishing net, - and no money to buy a 
new one… 

Photo by Naja Bertolt Jensen

A Fishermans Tale
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Did You know ? 

There is an ancient Japanese, Chinese and Korean 
tradition, using tamed Cormorants when fishing.  

It is a fishing tradition that is believed to date back 
to 960 AD, - and it is still practiced today !
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“I use music to show the unseen 
value of waste.” 

- Alex Mauboussin

Photo by Naja Bertolt Jensen
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“Make good 
experimental art and get 

people to think about the environment.” 

- How would You define Your 
mission ?

Photo by Henry Co.
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 Music for Oceans         An Interview with  Alex Mauboussin

What is Your story with Music ? 
I first started listening to classical music in high school. Soon 
after my friend showed me Venetian Snares and I jumped 
directly from classical into hardcore experimental electronic 
music.  
After listening to music for a few years I wanted to make 
music, but didn’t know how, or where to start. I took a jump 
and got a little synth when I was 19, and things just escalated 
from there. I got into the computer, synthesis and sampling.  
Making music is a very reflective practice for me. It serves as 
my sonic journal. Going from wanting to be able to make 
music, and now being able to make music, and to have made 
a bunch of it, has been really fulfilling.  

What do You hope to achieve ? 
I am planning on release an album for Please Recycle (when 
it’s ready), expand on the composing projects I have 
underway, find some cool collaborations and push my 
creative horizons. I want more people to enjoy my music and 
re-evaluate the value of their waste.  

How do You experience peoples reaction to Your Music and 
Statement ? 
Pleased! In my experience people like Please Recycle. They’re 
surprised when they find out all the sounds came from trash 
and have taken interest in the message. 

Why did You choose to fokus on bringing Awareness to the 
Ocean ? 
My interest in the environment came from learning about the 
destructive environmental effects of animal agriculture. I 
thought, “How could something that has such an impact on the 
environment not be discussed? What can I do and what else is 
there?”  
My “what can I do” was cut animal products from my diet and 
the “what else” was the ocean. We’re causing the Ocean a great 
deal of trouble right now. The ocean is not understood well, 
makes up 2/3rds of the planet and is a host to incredibly 
important ecosystems that impact our life on land.  

How did You come up with the idea - making music out of 
waste ? 
In early 2017 I had just finished a project and was doing a lot of 
experimental sampling. One day I decided to record some 
samples of trash from my garbage bin. I enjoyed the process 
and the idea of going from waste to art was appealing. 
After a few months I started to see how I could use the project to 
feed my interest in the environment, and the ocean. I’ve been 
refining the project’s message and sound for about 2 years with 
no end in sight.  

What/Who inspires You ? 
I’m inspired by trash! I love recording unconventional objects. 
To me, there’s nothing better than finding good sounds from an 
interesting new piece of trash or recording something familiar 
differently for a new sound. New recordings in my computer are 
always exciting and inspiring.   

“I make sample based electronic music entirely of sounds from repurposed and recovered waste items.  
I use music to show the unseen value of waste.” 

Alex Mauboussin 
Artist 

www.kalelover.net 
Instagram: @alex_mauboussin 

Facebook: Kalelover



- Are You optimistic about the future of the Ocean ?

“I think there is only space for optimism.  
We certainly still have a long way to go, but the 

oceans are in the mainstream dialogue  
and we’re making progress.  

There are a lot of incredible people working 
tirelessly on the oceans. 

 I think we’re at the start of shifting our food, 
energy and packaging systems to be more  

ocean friendly, which is exciting.”
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Photo by Alex Mauboussin

Music for Oceans
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- What advise do You wish to give the readers of 
Oceans Daily Magazine ?

“Strive for better, instead of perfection 
and learn along the way.” 

Photo by “Oldskool Photography”

Music for Oceans
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Did You know ? 
Starfish have 5 eyes, - 

one at the “tip”  
of each arm. 
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Illustration by Mikkel Juul Jensen

Starfish 
Have no brains, and no blood, - 
their anatomy is quite simple.  

Yet, they have hundreds of “tube feet”, 
with suction cups, that enables them 

to open the clamps and scallops  
they hunt for food. 
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Photo by Mat Reding
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Voiceless 
      Pain…?

Photo by Vikas Anand Dev
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“Pain”, - something we all know about, - 
and most of us would like to avoid it.  

But how about the voiceless, -  
do they also feel pain ? 
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Photo by Alex Knight

Voiceless Pain…?
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What is “pain” ?  
An almost existentialistic question.  

Do we feel pain equally ?  
Can pain be compared ? 

Photo by Erik Mclean
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Voiceless Pain…?
“In this article, we will discuss how fish feel pain, how our industry deals with  

this issue, and also how we as Consumers can make a difference. “

At first : Do fish feel anything ? 
Though out history, mankind has believed creatures without 
voices, or, with voices so weak for the human ear to capture the 
vibrations, did not have the ability to feel anything… But this 
assumption, which still today dominates our consciousness about 
the voiceless beings, - is far from the reality ! 

The voiceless do also feel “pain”. - But how do they feel this pain 
exactly - like we do ? Here comes the tricky part. What is “pain” ? 
An almost existentialistic question. Do fish feel conscious pain? 
Do humans feel pain equally ? Can pain be compared ? 

The answer is far from simple… But to keep it short :  
Most Scientists researching “pain”, agrees on at least one thing 

“Pain is individual for all beings” 
I may not feel pain the same way as You do, but both of us agree, 
- it hurts. The same can be said when it comes to fish and other 
Ocean beings.  

An organization called “Fish Feel” has devoted themselves to 
promote the recognition of fish as “Sentient beings deserving 
respect and compassion.” This organization has made it easy to 
“understand the feelings”, that of an fish. 

 They explain that fish have nerve receptors, which detects painful 
“events”. Also, it has been discovered that fish have different 
sensitivity areas, - like for instance their face, and tail.  

So one thing is certain - Fish do “feel”.  

Moving on to the next question : When having this 
knowledge - how does our industry deal with this issue ?  
To put it on the table - in comparison to how we commercially 
(generally speaking) treat our land animals for consumption - the 
industry does not tackle fish pain at all. But because the publics 
general knowledge is growing, - change is slowly coming. 

In aquaculture, guidelines for fish welfare has been established, - 
and the aquaculture industry explains, that they are continuing 
working on improve welfare for the farmed fish, - but the fishing 
industry fairly still remains. 

Roughly :  
When a fishing vessel catches fish in the ocean, most of the fish die 
from suffocation - and others, - when for instance deep sea fishing, - 
the organs of the animals explode on the way to shallow water… 
These are just two examples of comercial fishing methods and only 
a glimpse of the processing before it reaches the consumer…  

- So what can we do ? 
Of cause - as mentioned in the earlier article, (Sustainable Seafood) 
it is very important that we as Consumers make decisions, since we 
in the end control the market, and therefore the future.  

To go a bit deeper :  
There are a lot of choices we can make as Consumers to avoid 
unnecessary pain on fish and other voiceless beings…  
Just a few exampels : 
New Zealand and Switzerland has banned the practice of boiling 
lobsters alive. A process believed to be the safest way to avoid food 
poisoning. Though - Your nose never fails,-  and by smelling Your 
seafood, You will be able to tell if You should avoid consuming it. 
Therefore the practicing of boiling lobsters alive is actually 
unnecessary. 
Another example is Octopuses and Squids (Cephalopods) in 
Cuisine. 
There are many traditions, eating living octopuses and squids.  
Cephalopods has the ability to keep water in their mantle (the 
upper part of the body). This gives them a reversed scuba diving 
equipment, that allows them to store enough water (with oxygen) 
for them to survive out of water for some time. 
This is normally extremely practical for the Cephalopods… Yet - this 
also gives many chefs around the world, a lot of different options 
for serving living octopuses and squids, - as well as many common 
old traditions in private homes. 
Cephalopods are proven extremely intelligent beings. 
But unfortunately Cephalopods lack voices. 

These are but few exampels on what we as Consumers can avoid 
directly, by not supporting this type of Cuisine. 

- If we as consumers do avoid this sort of Cuisine, and if possible try 
to learn a bit more about what we consume before we do, we are 
able to contribute as Consumers, for a shift of mentality, and act as 
voices, for those who have none, but still do feel pain.
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“As Consumers,  
we can act as voices,  
for those who have none,  
but still do feel pain.”

Photo by Romeo

Voiceless Pain…?
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Did You know ? 

Octopuses have 9 brains, 3 hearts, blue blood, 
- and can regrow their arms if lost ! 

Photo by Isabel Galvez
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- “I´m going to the dump site - do You want to come along ?!”  
It wasn't until the words were hanging in the air, like a cartoon drawing, that I realized what I had just said, and least of all why.  
But it dawned upon me, - that the reason for my interest in the dump site, in the beautiful Greenlandic Island Disko, was to discover all 
the information, the “dump-site” might reveal.   

Staying 6 weeks in the Island of Disko, where my father had shared 10 Years of his life, and my older brothers were brought up, - had 
been filled with stories about the good old days, and how everyday life had been, 30 years ago.  
Also stories, about what had been going on, during the past 30 years had been brought to us by old acquaintances.



Many of my fathers old friends had been visiting us, which led to breathtaking stories and dialogues about former experiences. For 
instance, - stories about fishing and encountering Orcas (Killer Whales), rising up in front of their fishing vessel, and according to them, 
telling them to back off and find somewhere else to fish, - and hunting experiences, - like dogs running off with the sledge during a 
storm, leaving them with little hope of survival in the harsh environment, - and how they managed to stay alive in the cold before 
someone found them. 

Though, it wasn't all good and fascinating tales about curious seals, giant blue whales and gay birds, - since all of the friends visiting, 
also explained how different the everyday life had become, since Climate Change had effected Disko a lot, the past 30 years.  
And I had been paying close attention to their tales… 

The Everyday life of 
Climate Change
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- “Squeek, ´klack´!”…. 
Closing the door behind me, I had brought with me my camera, and heavy tripod, 
carrying it on my shoulder while walking towards the large dump site, at the edge of the 
small town.  
Before traveling to Greenland, I had imagined it to be colder in spring. But the sun was 
out, the Ocean was completely calm, and it was in fact - quite warm. This, though, also 
allowed the smell from the dump site to blossom ! 

Not being quite sure the exact location of the dump site when leaving the house, was not 
a problem, - I only needed to follow the (sort of) decaying smell, the almost non existing 
wind carried to my nose.  

When entering the big dump site, I was shocked to discover, how much information the 
dump site revealed, - and it all matched perfectly with the tales I had been told the 
previous days…   

The first thing that caught my eye, was an Inuit dog sledge, lying on top of a huge pile of 
everyday-waste.  
The dog sledge looked like the others I had seen, - not even in that bad condition,  
by looking at its raw appearance.
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“Bzzzzz” - then the characteristic buzzing sound of flies caught my attention.  

I turned about 45 degrees, and right there, under a small pile of garbage, lied many 
dead adult sledge dogs.  

Then, I thought about the recent story I had been told by an 80 year old Greenlandic 
man…  
He told me that the Greenlandic culture had already been majorly affected by Climate 
Change, - and that he was afraid Climate Change might extinct the many thousand year 
old hunting culture completely… At this moment, I understood his worries.  

Normally, the hunters would travel with their dogs and sledges on the sea ice, - to catch 
food for their families as well as for the dogs. But in the recent Years, the sea ice had 
become too dangerous for them to travel upon, - since the sea ice had almost 
disappeared.  
This ment, the hunters, were not able to hunt like they used to, - and buying food for the 
big sledge dogs would become too expensive. Which ment a vast number of dogs had 
been put down the recent years, since the dogs did serve another pourpose than being 
pets.  
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Returning home after shooting loads of pictures at the dump site, I thought about all 
the different layers this perspective withheld. And I decided, that I would visit a place 
the next day that had been on my mind for quite some time.  

The next day, I walked to a place that had traditionally been used for slicing up whales, 
when the hunters had caught them at sea.  

I had been diving there some previous days, but I was keen on discovering what lied a 
bit further out, hidden behind some big cliffs. 

It was a long walk, and I stopped several times, pretending that I stopped to capture a 
motive with my camera, - but really, it was to rest a bit… Though it was all worth it, 
when I reached the spot, I was least of all disappointed ! 

The sight looked like something from a steampunk movie, - the weather that day was a 
bit gloomy, and funny enough, it suited this place perfectly.  

An old fishing vessel had been dragged on land, what appeared to be many years ago, 
- and a rusty old whale oil container was placed a bit closer to the ocean.  
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After exploring the sight a bit, I went to the 
whale oil container and discovered some dead 
old seals, partly hanging on the rusty metal 
and old wood. 

Once again I thought about the perspectives 
from the elderly Greenlandic man.

Photo by Naja Bertolt Jensen
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He had also explained, that the Greenlandic food culture had changed a lot over the years. The traditional everyday consumption, was 
now too difficult to catch, mainly because of Climate Change, and he found that it was no longer as highly appreciated as it used to be.  
He had experienced many traditionally eaten animals, was now being used for dog food, since the locals preferred to eat something 
else, - now most often, imported food. 



When he had told me this, he shock his head and continued…  
He explained, that he believed, Climate Change had effected their possibility to conduct their inherited traditional culture, being 
hunters and catch their own food, - which actually forced them to change their lifestyle, and in fact, support Climate Change, by now 
eating imported food, like for instance, chicken, fish and beef from europe, - in stead of eating a self caught seal or local fish… 

Photo by Naja Bertolt Jensen
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Did You know ? 

The male Humpback Whale sings  
to attract females.   

Their songs can be heard 30 kilometers away !
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